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Chapter 13 

deserter! 

These two words are a great shame to soldiers! 

It would be okay if Lin Kai was expelled by the army, but if Lin Kai was a deserter, his 
status as the heir of the Lin family would definitely be robbed! 

Because the Lin family was destined not to let a deserter take over, Lin Kai’s 
grandfather would not agree! 

Lin Lei stared at Lin Kai with a smile, a triumphant smile appeared in his eyes. 

Lin Kai understands that he is just an unlearned dude, he must not be able to stand the 
suffering of the troops and escaped by himself! 

The identity of the heir of the Lin family must have no relationship with him, and Lin 
Yuan is bound to win! 

“You!” Lin Ting, who had just deflated his anger, widened his eyes after hearing the 
word deserter, and his aura came up again. 

“You are a deserter! I’ll kill you!” After saying that, Lin Ting angrily raised the cane in his 
hand and smashed it towards Lin Kai! 

boom! 

With a muffled noise, Lin Kai hadn’t started yet, but Lin Yuan flashed in front of Lin Kai 
with one quick step and caught the cane with one hand. 

“Uncle, you calm down, Xiaokai is still young, and I am ignorant, so the child can’t fight.” 
Lin Yuan put down the cane in his hand and excused Lin Kai. 

It seems that Lin Yuan is speaking for Lin Kai, but between the words, Lin Yuan has 
completely separated his identity from Lin Kai! 



Because in Lin Yuan’s eyes, Lin Kai is just a child, not even a competitor! 

Lin Ting glanced at Lin Yuan meaningfully, his face was flushed with anger, he was a 
dumb eating Coptis, and there was hardship to tell! 

Lin Yuan turned to Lin Kai and reprimanded: “Xiaokai, although the troops are suffering, 
you can’t be a deserter. Listen to your cousin, go back and ask the leader to confess a 
mistake. We, the Lin family, can’t lose such a face. 

The tone of Lin Yuan’s speech was mature. He was like the head of the Lin family, and 
he was educating Lin Kai with a tone of concern for the younger generation. 

But Lin Kai could clearly see the playful smile in Lin Yuan’s eyes, he was expressing 
himself and belittle Lin Kai! 

“Xiaokai, you won’t really be a deserter, are you?” 

At this moment, even Liu Yun couldn’t help but ask, in a pair of eyes, there was more or 
less disappointment. 

It seemed that this time Lin Kai was more serious than being expelled from the army. 
He actually fled back. Seeing that his child he was used to growing up was so 
unbelievable, Liu Yun began to blame himself. 

Faced with everyone’s doubts, Lin Kai shook his head and said with a serious face: 
“Although I am Lin Kai, I am not a deserter, I am no longer the same Lin Kai!” 

Lin Lei couldnt help but laugh out loudly after saying this sentence: “Hehe, as the saying 
goes, dogs cant change the way they eat cakes, its impossible, you got mixed results in 
the army, and the army gave you two days off. ?joke!” 

Faced with Lin Lei’s ridicule, Lin Kai nodded unexpectedly: “Yes, he Zhijun, commander 
of the Spike Special Forces Brigade, personally approved the slip and let me go for 
three days.” 

“Puff…hahaha…” Lin Kai’s serious words made Lin Yuan couldn’t help but laugh out 
loud, and felt that such a mockery was really awkward. Lin Yuan covered his mouth and 
tried to stop the smile. 

“Well, cousin, it’s good to have this idea, but one must not brag, puff ha ha ha ha ha… 
I’m sorry…” Lin Yuan patted Lin Kai’s shoulder and couldn’t help but laugh. 

Lin Lei’s eyes were even more smiling, and the disdainful view of Lin Kai in his heart 
increased a lot. 



Lin Ting and Liu Yun’s face was pale. They thought that sending Lin Kai into the army 
would change him and make him no longer so dull. 

But unexpectedly, after Lin Kai joined the army, he actually got worse! Now Lin Kai is 
not only unruly and rebellious, but also able to lie and brag! 

Telling such a big lie! Does he treat the Lin family as fools? 

The false note personally approved by He Zhijun, the commander of the Spike Special 
Forces Brigade? Who is a big man in the special operations brigade, you are a recruit of 
a recruit company, even if you have the Lin family as your backer, can He Zhijun look at 
you? Give you a fake note? 

Immediately, Lin Ting only felt dizzy for a while, and he took a few steps back and sat 
down on the sofa. 

“That’s all, ruins cannot be taught, and rotten wood cannot be carved. Forget it, Xiaokai, 
the second-generation Patriarch of the Lin family, is really not suitable for you.” Lin Ting 
said helplessly. 

Lin Ting was really helpless. Lin Kai really disappointed him. Originally, Lin Ting still had 
a chance to send Lin Kai into the army for training, hoping to change Lin Kai, but now 
he realized that this would only Let Lin Kai become more dull. 

Lin Lei and Lin Yuan were overjoyed, Lin Ting let go! This means that the identity of the 
second-generation Patriarch of the Lin Family belongs to Lin Yuan! 

Lin Yuan smiled at this moment, came to Lin Kai’s side, stared at Lin Kai quite 
mockingly, and whispered in Lin Kai’s ear: “Cousin, why do you fight with me, Lin Yuan? 
Honestly You are really a waste of the Lin family, maybe I can still survive in the Lin 
family in the future, otherwise, I will let you die without a place to be buried!” 

After that, a triumphant smile appeared on Lin Yuan’s face. 

Lin Kai looked at Lin Yuan and said coldly, “Do you really think you are the second-
generation Patriarch?” 

After all, Lin Kai took out the rank of captain and his military certificate from his pocket. 

“Parents, uncle, Brigadier He Zhijun personally awarded me the rank of captain, and in 
three days I will be transferred to the special forces of the Spike Special Forces. 
Brigadier He Zhijun once invited me to join the Thunder and Lightning Commando. But I 
refused.” 

Lin Kai’s words left the whole scene silent for a long time. 



Lin Kai, are you going to be a special soldier? 

He Zhijun adjusts himself or goes to Langya? 

Promoted to the rank of captain? 

He Zhijun personally invited Lin Kai to join the Raiden Commando? 

This is what a recruit who just started recruiting company can do? 

Although it felt unbelievable, seeing that the captain’s rank and certificate were right in 
front of him, it made people believe it. 

Lin Kai’s father, Lin Ting, seemed to have received a huge stimulus at this time. He 
jumped up from the sofa, grabbed the certificate in Lin Kai’s hand, and looked through 
it. 

After a long time, Lin Ting actually burst out laughing: “Hahahahaha! My Lin family has 
a dragon! My Lin family has a dragon!” 

“Look at you! The rank of captain! I’m going to be transferred to Spike! Who said my son 
is trash? Who said my son can’t be the second-generation Patriarch of the Lin family? 
Hahahaha!” 

Lin Ting proudly shook the certificate in front of Lin Lei, and Liu Yun was even more 
excited and tears shed. 

“I knew that my son was not a bully!” Liu Yun looked at Lin Kai’s gaze more kindly. 

As for Lin Lei, his complacency suddenly turned black. Seeing the words Captain 
dazzling on the certificate, he felt as uncomfortable as having eaten a fly. 

The duck that reached the mouth actually flew away! Lin Kai, the waste of the Lin 
family, was actually spotted by He Zhijun and became a special soldier! 

This time, he Lin Lei has absolutely no excuse to let Lin Kai go down! 

 


